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The Trouble with Higher Education: A Critical Examination of our UniversitiesRoutledge, 2009
The Trouble with Higher Education is a powerful and topical critique of the Higher Education system in the UK, with relevance to countries with similar systems.  Based on the authors’ experiences that span over 30+ years of fieldwork, the issues discussed focus on the problems facing the principle responsibilities of...
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Fundamentals of Digital Logic with VHDL Design with CD-ROMMcGraw-Hill, 2004

	Fundamentals of Digital Logic With VHDL Design teaches the basic design techniques for logic circuits. It emphasizes the synthesis of circuits and explains how circuits are implemented in real chips. Fundamental concepts are illustrated by using small examples, which are easy to understand. Then, a modular approach is used to show how...
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C# Game Programming Cookbook for Unity 3DCRC Press, 2014

	An Accessible, Modular Style of Game Buildingâ€•Easily Start Making Games with Unity 3D


	C# Game Programming Cookbook for Unity 3D presents a highly flexible core framework to create just about any type of game by plugging in different script components. Most scripts function within the game framework or...
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Experiments in the Purification and Characterization of Enzymes: A Laboratory ManualAcademic Press, 2014

	Experiments in the Purification and Characterization of Enzymes: A Laboratory Manual provides students with a working knowledge of the fundamental and advanced techniques of experimental biochemistry. Included are instructions and experiments that involve purification and characterization of enzymes from various source materials,...
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OSGi and Equinox: Creating Highly Modular Java SystemsAddison Wesley, 2010

	A Hands-On Guide to Equinox and the OSGi Framework

	

	 In OSGI and Equinox: Creating Highly Modular Java™ Systems, three leading experts show developers--for the first time--exactly how to make the most of these breakthrough technologies for building highly modular dynamic systems.

	
...
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Professional Apache Geronimo (Wrox Professional Guides)Wrox Press, 2006
Geronimo is a popular production-grade Open Source J2EE 1.4 certified server available free of charge. It is the only server of its kind licensed under the Apache Software License 2.0, allowing free adaptation and modification for commercial or non-commercial use. The server is well-supported internationally by a large base of users, developers,...
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HTML5 and CSS3: Level Up with Today's Web TechnologiesPragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	HTML5 and CSS3 are more than just buzzwords--they're the foundation for today's web applications. This book gets you up to speed on the HTML5 elements and CSS3 features you can use right now in your current projects, with backwards compatible solutions that ensure that you don't leave users of older browsers behind. This new...
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JBoss AS 7 Configuration, Deployment and AdministrationPackt Publishing, 2011


	As the Java EE standard has evolved and matured, the API has become increasingly rich and complex. The next generation of application servers needs to be modular and configurable to run only specific services or containers. JBoss AS 7 promises to meet those requirements but the configuration of a complex application server is composed of a mix...
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Configuring Cisco Routers for ISDNMcGraw-Hill, 1999
To say that Cisco Systems Inc. has a few products is like saying McDonalds  sells a few hamburgers. Since 1984, Cisco has improved their original routers,  enhancing features both in hardware and operating system software, mounting  success upon success. Most of the "big iron" (that’s industry-speak for large  expensive pieces of...
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Learn PHP 7: Object Oriented Modular Programming using HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript, XML, JSON, and MySQLApress, 2015

	
		This new book on PHP 7 introduces writing solid, secure, object-oriented code in the new PHP 7: you will create a complete three-tier application using a natural process of building and testing modules within each tier. This practical approach teaches you about app development and introduces PHP features when they are actually needed...
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Introduction to Algorithms, Second EditionMIT Press, 2001
The book moves forward with more advanced algorithms that implement strategies for solving more complicated problems (including dynamic programming techniques, greedy algorithms, and amortized analysis). Algorithms for graphing problems (used in such real-world business problems as optimizing flight schedules or flow through pipelines) come next....
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Web Standards Solutions: The Markup and Style Handbook, Special EditionFriends of Ed, 2009
Welcome to the expanded second edition of Dan Cederholm's best-selling Web Standards Solutions. Web Standards are the standard technology specifications enforced by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) to make sure that web designers and browser manufacturers are using the same technology syntax.
It is important that these implementations are...
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